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Designed as an easy to use, working document for anyone using Digby Stone products. 
This guide is a useful companion to the Digby Stone brochure and has been designed to give instructions/
tips on laying our products, and also help with the maintenance and upkeep of the stone once laid.

You can also find downloadable PDF’s of our laying patterns, colour charts and other useful information on 
our website - www.digbystone.com.

Points to consider before installation 6 - 7

Digby Stone All-In-One Cleaner 4 - 5

Maintenance advice 3

8 - 9Porcelain laying guide

10Benefits of Porcelain

11Natural stone laying guide

Please note: All products must be inspected prior to installation, checking the colour, veining, thickness, sizing and finish.
NO claims will be accepted for any reason after the product has been installed or if the product has been altered in any way after delivery. 

When using a pressure washer keep the nozzle approximately 15-30cm away from the patio and at a shallow 
angle (approx 30 degrees) so that jointing material isn’t dislodged. 

Pressure washers are a good method to remove algae and moss but will not remove all stains (such as oil stains). 
While using a pressure washer can rejuvenate dirty and tired paving, using one on a regular basis can cause 
damage. The pressurised force of the water can exploit minor cracks/weaknesses and dislodge loose stone or 
weak jointing. 

The safest and simplest way to clean a patio is to scrub it with a stiff brush and warm soapy water solution (do 
not use soap solutions with any sign of acid content). Once dirt and foreign objects are loosened from the flags a 
watering can or a watering hose can be used to swill the residue away (care must be taken so as not to disturb the 
jointing materials in both the scrubbing and rinsing of the patio).  

For more acutely stained areas a toothbrush can be used with warm soapy water to help aid in removing more 
awkward dirt deposits (It is advised that if cleaning on your knees, a kneeling mat or kneepads should be used so 
as not to cause injury).

These instructions are only a guide and Digby Trading LTD accepts no liability for any loss, damage or injury howsoever caused as a result of 
following them. If in doubt, seek the advice of a professional cleaning company.

PLEASE NOTE: No brick acids should ever be used on any natural stone products! Always check the suitability of ANY 
cleaning solution with the manufacturer prior to use. 

WELCOME TO THE DIGBY STONE MAINTENANCE 
AND LAYING GUIDE

MAINTENANCE ADVICE

Step - by - step laying guide - natural stone 12

13General information
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Remember: Before using any cleaning solution, manufacturer labels and directions for use must be read prior to any usage. 
As is the case with any cleaning products, it is always advised to trial them on test pieces first following manufacturer’s directions, 
leaving enough time to check there are no adverse reactions. 

When using chemicals and liquid substances, suitable PPE (protective equipment) must be worn, including a suitable RPE 
(respirator / breathing apparatus). Always work in a safe manner in accordance with current health and safety legislation. 
For advice, telephone 0300 003 1747 or visit www.hse.gov.uk. For more in-depth safety information on our All In One Cleaner 
please contact us for the safety data sheet. 

Our All-in-one Outdoor Cleaner is to be used in conjunction with the directions stated on the container and Digby Trading Ltd 
accepts no liability for any loss, damage or injury howsoever caused as a result of product misuse. If in doubt, seek the advice of a 
professional cleaning company. 

Ask your Digby Stone stock ist about our exc lus ive c leaning so luti on

Our All-in-one Outdoor Cleaner is a fast 
acting moss, algae and lichen stain remover, designed for staining 

that is too extensive to remove using a normal soap solution. It can be 
used on all external paving material including natural stone, porcelain 

and concrete.
 It is an industrial strength cleaner that can be diluted down for 

extended coverage rates. It is specially formulated to contain NO 
acid, therefore making it safe to use on natural stone and 

porcelain ranges.* 

*Provided that manufacturers directions are followed correctly. 
Before After

Before After

Our All-In-One Cleaner 
contains NO acid. 

D IGBY STONE ALL IN ONE CLEANER

Before After
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DO - CHECK, CHECK AND RECHECK PRODUCTS PRIOR TO LAYING

Each piece of natural stone and porcelain should be inspected prior to laying as pieces will vary. It is also 
advised to see the product both wet and dry before installation, as certain features in stone may show 
up more boldly when wet. No returns can be accepted once the product is installed. 

DO - ENSURE YOU HAVE ADEQUATE FOUNDATIONS

To get the best foundations for patio laying a minimum of 100mm of hardcore must be used and 
compacted thoroughly. When laying a driveway a minimum of 150mm of hardcore must be used and 
compacted thoroughly. Foundations must not be laid on water saturated ground as they may sink in 
time, creating uneven paving. Extra drainage may be required.

DO - CONSIDER THE RUN OFF AND FALL

To provide suitable run-off during wet weather a fall angle must be considered. Falls must be angled 
away from buildings or structures at an incline of 1:60 or steeper. An adequate drainage outlet source 
should be present at the end of the patio’s run off edge. A planning officer may need to be consulted for 
further advice. 

DO - CHECK WHICH WAY THE PRODUCT IS DESIGNED TO BE LAID 

Our natural stone paving is designed to be laid with the largest surface area facing upwards. 
Calibration marks (straight grooves) and all perfectly sawn flat surfaces (present in granite, stylis, 
opulence and grande ranges) are designed to be laid this way down. Our porcelain is designed to be 
laid cross-hatched texture face down. 

DO - ALWAYS MIX SLABS WHEN USING MULTIPLE PACKS

Mixing slabs from different packs is the only way to achieve a blended colour appearance and not 
create a patch-work look when using more than one pack. 

DON’T - LIGHTER COLOURED PRODUCTS MAY LEECH JOINTING MATERIAL 
COLOUR

DO - USE A FULL BED OF MORTAR

Using a full bed of mortar is key to help reduce moisture transparency or 
discolouration. A one part cement to a five parts building sand mix is a standard mix. To help stone 
further adhere, a bonding agent can be used. 
It is essential that bonding agents are used on the back of all porcelain products.

DO - USE A BONDING AGENT IN YOUR MORTAR

SBR and other bonding agents are available off the shelf to be added to a mortar mix. Adding a 
bonding agent can help the mortar mix adhere to the back of slabs with a stronger grip. There are 
several manufacturers of bonding agents - we advise contacting them to check their product suitability 
on natural stone and porcelain. An SBR/bonding agent slurry primer must be used and applied to the 
back of each tile when using porcelain. 

Some lighter stone colours may absorb the colour impurities in ordinary portland cement, so a white 
cement mix may be more suitable to reduce colour leeching and staining. “Ice” and “Frost”, colours 
which appear in our granite ranges, are particularly susceptible to colour leeching. Always check with 
the jointing material manufacturer’s suitability on your stone choice. 

DON’T - USE OF CHEMICALS MUST BE CAREFULLY CONSIDERED

DO/DON’T - USE OF SEALANTS AND COATINGS

Sealing is a personal choice as some sealers provide either a permanently wet/gloss or permanently dry 
appearance to the stone. Always check with the sealant manufacturer’s suitability on your stone choice 
and test on a small area. Please remember that once applied it is difficult or in some cases impossible to 
remove and may need reapplying every few years. 

Keep an eye on our website throughout 2017 as we will be sharing 60 second videos including hints, 
tips and how-tos to help you during and after installation of your dream patio.

www.digbystone.com

Before using any chemicals, the manufacturer of the chemical should be consulted about its products 
suitability on natural stone. Under no circumstances should brick acid be used on natural stone products. 
Before a chemical is applied to a patio it is advised to see if it reacts on a test piece or on a section in a 
discreet area. It is also advisable to leave the test piece/area for a few days to observe if a reaction 
occurs. 

DO’S AND DON’TS -  POINTS TO 
CONSIDER BEFORE INSTALLATION
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Paint a full, 
even coat 

of slurry 
primer onto 

the back 
of each 

tile using a 
brush 

Use wooden battens to rest the slab 
on whilst working to avoid any edge 

chipping

Paint each tile with slurry primer 
as you lay them, not all at once 

before you begin laying. The 
slurry primer on the back of the 

tile must still be wet when it is laid 
down, therefore you should not 
prime all slabs first before you 

start laying. This will ensure that 
the tile adheres to the mortar 

bed correctly. 

If any slurry primer is on the 
face-up side of the slab, 

immediately wash away the 
residue with water as you work.  

CHECK YOUR PRODUCT
Please ensure you check your product before laying - products cannot be exchanged once laid. 1.
PREPARE YOUR BASE
Prior to installation, all necessary ground work should be completed. This includes ensuring there is a 
sub-base of at least 50 -100mm thick of type 1 material (hard-core) which has been sufficiently 
compacted down, with a suitable water drainage fall (a fall of 1:60 is usually adequate). 

2.
PRIME YOUR SLABS
Apply a slurry primer (mixed using cement powder, water and an outdoor based SBR bonding agent to 
a creamy consistency) to the back of each tile before it is laid to help the paving adhere to the bed. 
Paving slabs may need to be handled by 2 people (in particular the large sized slabs). When applying 
slurry primer, ensure that you rest the tile on wooden battens to prevent any chipping (see diagram). 

3.

cement powder

outdoor

suitable

SBR

Mix the slurry primer to a creamy 
consistency

water

Mixing tool 
e.g. trowel

Bucket

USE A FULL BED OF MORTAR
Our porcelain must be laid on a full wet bed of mortar. We recommend a mixture of a moist consistency 
(rather than runny) with approx. 4:1 sand to cement. 

4.
Please remember that, as with all Digby Stone products, the spot laying 

method is not suitable! 

Porcelain tile

Slurry primer painted onto back of tile
Full mortar bed 30-50mm

(do not use spot laying method)

Compressed hardcore sub-base
50 -100mm (type 1 material) 

Ground dug out 150mm deep

Tap tiles down to ensure 
maximum contact with 

mortar

Please speak to your builders merchant about the suitability and application of jointing materials

LAY YOUR SLABS
It is essential that each tile is tapped down to ensure as much of the tile as possible comes into contact 
with the mortar.

5.

CUTT ING PORCELAIN
Porcelain can be cut with a disc cutter fitted with a suitable for porcelain diamond blade (this must 
be a petrol disc cutter as you must feed the disc with water to cut). However, for neater and more 
accurate cutting, we recommend a suitable water-fed tile bridge saw is to be used. 

6.
CHECK YOUR JOINTS
Allow for 10-12mm+/- approx joints when laying the slabs. Dependant upon application, we suggest 
an outdoor jointing compound similar to “instarmac flowpoint” or “easyjoint” for pointing. (Refer to 
manufacturer’s instructions when using jointing compound). 

7.
CLEAN THE JOB
Ensure that porcelain tiles are cleaned of all residue immediately after laying (you may wish to use a 
porcelain suitable acid based cleaner).

8.

In the same way that you would lay natural stone, ensure that 
you follow your slope level as you lay (a fall of 1:60 is usually 

adequate)

Please note: There will be subtle variation in our porcelain products, intended to mirror the variations found in natural stone products. Porcelain products, much like any other 
manufactured product, are made in batches. There can be slight shade variations between batches - please consider this when purchasing for the same project on separate 

occasions. In order to ensure that your patio will have an overall blended appearance, always mix from multiple pallets when laying rather than laying one pallet at a time.

LAYING GUIDELINES -  PORCELAIN
We have created a step-by-step laying guide specifically for porcelain products in order to help you get the 

best results when laying. Please ensure that you follow guidelines when laying Digby Stone porcelain products. 
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All natural stone (particularly slate, 
granite and limestone) 
Coating the back of each flag 
with neat wet cement and SBR 
additive, just before laying, will 
assist bonding. 

Slate; Granite ice & frost 
These products sometimes 
absorb colour from ordinary 
portland cement (OPC). 
We strongly recommend 
substituting white cement in the 
mortar and adding an SBR or other 
bonding agent. Lay granite with 
the textured slip resistant face 
upwards. 

Granite - all colours
Depending on site conditions, 
moisture coming through from 
the mortar bed below can create 
moisture transparency (dark/damp 
patchiness on the installed 
product) which is a natural drying 
process that can affect all slabs 
(particularly granite). This is 
completely normal and should dry 
out over time.
 
Circle features
These should be dry laid before 
final positioning on a full bed of 
mortar, starting from the centre of 
the circle outward. 

When laying a driveway
A minimum of 150mm compressed 
hardcore foundation must be used 
before laying products for a 
driveway (only suitable products to 
be used). The products must also 
be laid on a full bed of mortar. 

Dig 150mm deep

Compress h ardcore 
100mm

Must be l a id on a full b ed o f 
mortar 30-50mm 

(a bond ing agent/SBR must be 
used on the back o f a ll  n atura l 

stone s l abs . A bond ing agent/SBR 
slurry primer must be used on 

the back o f a ll  porcel a in s l abs .)

Level out fl ags and 
c heck with spirit level

Fill  j o ints with j o int ing 
materia l

Start ing from the ground up. . .

LAYING GUIDELINES -  NATURAL STONE

Calibrated products are subject to a minimum of +/-3mm variation. 

Due to the composition of natural stone, colour variations may occur after 
installation.

Some delamination (when riven parts of the stone flake off) may occur after 
laying - this is perfectly normal and tends to happen near the riven part of 

the slab. 

Frequent ly  Asked Quest ions
Is Digby Stone porcelain suitable for use on driveways?
Not on our current ranges, due to the thickness of the tile. We are able to place a special order if 
necessary for driveway suitable porcelain - please speak to your merchant for more information. 

What size joints do you recommend using when laying porcelain?
Between 8-12mm; an average of 10mm. Check out our guide to laying on the next page for more 
information on jointing porcelain. 

Can porcelain tiles be butt jointed?
No - the tiles have a very slight chamfer which means it is not suitable for butt jointing. 

How do you cut porcelain? Are they difficult to cut?
Porcelain can be cut with a disc cutter fitted with a suitable for porcelain diamond blade (this must be a 
petrol disc cutter as you must feed the disc with water to cut). However, for neater and more accurate 
cutting, we recommend a suitable water-fed tile bridge saw is to be used. 

Are porcelain tiles easy to maintain? 
Yes! They can simply be cleaned using soapy water and a brush. 

Q.
A.

Q.
A.

Q.
A.

Q.
A. 

Q.
A.

What are the benef i t s  of  us ing Digby Stone Porcelain?
Porcelain is the most innovative new product in the world of landscaping. Fired at up to 1400°C, this product offers an 

exceptional durability alongside high performance technology which allows you to have a low maintenance landscape 
combined with the beautiful aesthetic of natural paving. 

It has numerous beneficial attributes, including:

Resistant to fading, 
meaning that the 
patio will retain its 
colour

Little to no moisture 
absorption

Slightly textured 
which provides a 
slip resistant finish

Easy to clean - 
porcelain tiles are non 
porous, meaning that 
they are stain resistant

Frost/salt* resistant due 
to its minimal moisture 
absorption rate

Scratch and abrasion 
resistant, giving an 
incredibly hard wearing 
surface

Designed for exterior use 
(tiles are 18/20mm thick 
depending on range)

*When using salt, please use sparingly. Do not leave the salt on the patio for a prolonged period of time - ensure salt is swept away once frost has lifted. 
Once weather has improved, wash over the patio in the normal way.

PORCELAIN -  BENEFITS  & FAQs
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Before work is carried out ensure the area is cleared of all vegetation and debris. Then ideally using a scaled drawing of 
your planned area you can start plot pointing by marking out the space using pegs and a string line.

Dig the ground to a depth of approximately 150mm below the finished patio level, or 200mm deep below the finished 
driveway level, making sure the soil is compact. 

In the now excavated area spread a layer approximately 100mm deep of hardcore or 150mm deep for driveways. 
Remember to leave room for the thickness of the flags and 30-50mm of mortar. Compact the layer of hardcore 
thoroughly, ideally using a plate compactor.

Once happy with the layout, using your line and pegs as a reference you can start laying your flags down on a full bed 
of slightly wet mortar mix (1 part cement/5 parts building or sharp sand. A bonding agent can be used in the mix when 
using natural stone. An SBR/bonding agent slurry primer has to be used and applied to the back of each flag when 
using porcelain) 30-50mm deep. Use a rubber mallet to gently tap down the flags and a spirit level to check the patio is 
uniformly level, being careful to check you follow your slope level as you go along (a fall of 1:60 is usually adequate).

Once the main area of the patio is laid down and there are slabs that need cutting, in the case of natural stone a disc 
cutter with a suitable attachment, or a hammer and chisel is needed to shape your flags effectively. Once happy with 
the shapes of the now cut flags you may lay them down (refer to step 4) on a full bed of slightly wet mortar mix. Use a 
rubber mallet to gently tap down and a spirit level to check for a uniform flatness (taking into account a fall).

Once the patio or driveway has been fully laid, ideally allow a few days for the mortar to set. There are several ways 
of sealing the joints between paving slabs - the installer must determine the most appropriate method to use. Some 
use a cement based mortar mix and so create a solid, inflexible joint. Others use a modern compound that brushes 
in and hardens with contact with the air, commonly known as paving jointing compound. With porcelain we would 
recommend a “flow pointing system” that flows into the joints of the paving - see previous porcelain laying guide for 
more details. When using any jointing products always follow manufacturer’s instructions. 

Tools needed: 
Gloves & Eye protection
Face mask
Knee pads & steel 
toe boots
Ear defenders 
Slate marker

Spade
Pointing tool
Trowel
Rubber mallet
Soft broom
Compactor plate

Materials needed:
Paving slabs
Building/concrete sand
Mortar
Watering can & rose
Bonding agent
Pointing material

Tape measure
Pegs & line
Spirit level
Hammer & Chisel/Disc cutter
Tile cutter (Bench saw)

1
2
3
4
5
6

We would strongly recommend that gloves, eye protection, face mask, knee pads, steel toe boots, suitable protective clothing & ear defenders are used accordingly. Always work in a 
safe manner in accordance with current health and safety legislation. 
For advice, telephone 0300 003 1747 or visit www.hse.gov.uk
Always mix slabs (whilst laying) when using multiple packs.

Always check the suitability of ANY cleaning 
solution with the manufacturer prior to use. 
Failure to do so may result in permanent 
damage to the product. 

STEP -  BY -  STEP LAYING GUIDE -  NATURAL STONE

GENERAL INFORMATION
Dimensions
All dimensions given are nominal and subject to 
manufacturing tolerances. The quoted sizes and 
coverage of our paving ranges, except where using 
minimal joints, are for the overall areas including 
appropriate joints, making it easier for you to plan 
a project and order the right quantities. For a more 
general guide in tolerances of our products, measure 
several product samples at a stockist.

Manual Handling
Please note: Care should be taken whilst manually 
handling Digby Stone products to prevent injury and/or 
damage. Extra assistance may be required.

Terms & Conditions
Digby Stone cannot accept any liability if products are 
used for purposes other than those for which they were 
intended, or they are laid other than in accordance with 
recommendations. 

The recommendations we provide are for guidance 
purposes only and any applicable building regulations 
or planning requirements should be followed at all times. 

Health & Safety
Always work in a safe manner in accordance with 
current health and safety legislation. 
For advice, telephone 
0300 003 1747 or visit www.hse.gov.uk

For full Digby Stone terms and conditions visit our website 
at www.digbystone.com/terms-and-conditions/

Driveways
Please check with your stockist or call us for advice on 
what can and can’t be used on a driveway prior to 
installation. 

Indoor Use
For indoor use, a coating is advised to reduce dusting 
and make cleaning easier. Always seal the products to 
avoid staining. 
Always seek advice from the chemical manufacturers 
and ensure you follow manufacturer’s instructions when 
using sealants.

Use Around Swimming Pools
Advice from Digby Trading Ltd should be sought about 
suitability for use of products around swimming pools. 
Some products react from the chemicals in the water.

Coatings/Sealants
Sealing is a personal choice as some sealers make 
the paving look permanently wet or permanently dry. 
Please always check directly with the manufacturers or 
your stockist. Responsibility for the performance of any 
coating rests with the user and the manufacturer of the 
coating. 
Always read the instructions carefully and first test a 
small area for colour and slip resistance, wet and dry. 
REMEMBER once applied it is very difficult or impossible 
to remove.

Dusting
Some dusting and scuff marks may be visible on 
some of our products, due to transportation, which is 
unavoidable. 

See our website for downloadable laying patterns at: 

www.digbystone.com/laying-patterns 

 All Digby Stone products are designed to be laid with 10-15mm joints.

GENERAL INFORMATION
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QR app required

sales@digbytrading.com

0121 585 7477

0121 439 8766

Please note that all recommendations/instructions are given as guidance only and Digby Trading Ltd  accepts no liability for any loss, damage or 
injury howsoever caused as a result of following them. Please refer to our website for full terms & conditions: www.digbstone.com 

No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form without permission in writing from Digby Trading Ltd. 
Copyright © 2016 Digby Trading Ltd.

Digby Stone is a trading name of Digby Trading Ltd; Registered in England No. 0646 7190 VAT No 926 4485 02; Registered Address: Digby Trading Ltd, Stone House, Hayseech Road, Halesowen, West Midlands, B63 3PD

@digbystone@digby_stone


